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The city’s newest contemporary art gallery will
bring European artists to Atlanta.
Turner says. “He’s a prolific producer. In
the time I’ve been growing the gallery, he’s
produced two more series.” Rose’s show will
hang until Oct. 15.
Turner plans to feature one show a month
in the gallery he describes as “traditional,”
with white walls and black floors and ceilings.
“Most of the artists will be established–and
many will have pieces in large museum collections,” he says. “They will be almost exclusively European, although I plan to include
some from India and China, eventually.”
The gallery’s next show, “Beaux Arts:
French Contemporary,” opens Oct. 23 and will
feature works from French artists, including
new pieces from Rose plus French-American
Catarina Verde’s abstract drawings, Joseph
Nechvatal’s computer-assisted robotic paintings, Bernard Matussière’s black-and-white
photography, Keith Donovan’s collages and
paintings, and Eric Michel’s lightboxes.
Turner says his next goal is to track down
an elusive Irish artist who has never shown her
works outside of Dublin. “I want to have a lot
of diversity and show Atlanta what else is out
there.” –Sarah Gleim

Opposite page:
Clockwise from top left: Matthew Rose,
“Questions & Answers,” 2008, drawing
Matthew Rose, “Rubens,” 2008, collage
David Wm Turner at Vive le Polo! Benefit
for the High Museum of Art at Chukkar
Farm and Scuppernong Polo Club
Matthew Rose, “Trap,” 2008, drawing

Show Dates
“The End of the World”
Inaugural show and solo exhibit of
Parisian artist Matthew Rose
Through Oct. 15
“Beaux Arts: French Contemporary”
A gallery-wide collection of works
from French artists Matthew Rose,
Catarina Verde, Joseph Nechvatal,
Bernard Matussière, Keith Donovan
and Eric Michel
Artists’ reception Oct. 23, 6 to 9 p.m.
Oct. 23–Nov. 19

“I want to have a lot of diversity and
show Atlanta what else is out there.”
j e z e b e l
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Matthew Rose, “Questions & Answers,” “Rubens,” and “Trap” photos courtesy of the artist. Turner photo courtesy of Turner.

A

tlanta certainly has no shortage of art galleries. There are streets all over town
devoted to them. However, David
Turner, longtime art enthusiast and former
art director of Art & Antiques magazine, felt
Atlanta’s scene was missing something: a gallery specializing in hard-to-find, but renowned,
international artists. So he set out to fill that
need and opened Wm
Turner gallery at The
112 Krog St., Suite 9,
Stove Works on Krog
404.577.4500
Street last month.
wmturnergallery.com
“Most galleries here
are focused on local and regional art. I really
want to offer Atlanta a different take on the art
world,” says Turner, who studied fine arts and
painting at Auburn University. “I want to give
them access to contemporary artists they aren’t
used to seeing.”
And the works of one such artist is being
featured in the gallery’s inaugural show, which
opened Sept. 18. Parisian Matthew Rose’s
solo exhibit, “The End of the World,” includes
a series of drawings, collages and surrealist
prints that visualize, well, Rose’s version of
the end of the world.
“Matthew’s work is really exciting,”
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